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Ava - Movie Assistant is a free 

Android app that helps to discover 

movies, find out where to watch them  

and track your watched movies, 

ratings, Watchlist and collection.



The app doesn’t only target movie 

enthusiasts, but helps everyone 

discover what to watch next!

Introduction



Movies can be discovered by several 

recommendation lists, upcoming 

cinema releases, movie trailers and 

customizable discover criteria.



These criteria can be used to filter 

movie lists by the personal movie taste 

and favored streaming services.

Discover movies



Movies, people and tags can be found 

easily using the search function.



There are Ava search shortcuts that 

can be accessed quickly from other 

apps through the context menu of a 

text selection or through the share 

function.

Search



The movie details contain general 

information like release dates, age 

ratings, runtimes, movie genres and 

information about involved actors, 

actresses & crew members.



In addition, available streaming 

services and ratings from the most 

popular movie platforms (IMDb, 

Rotten Tomatoes, Metacritic, Trakt.tv & 

TheMovieDB) are shown.

Movie details



Streaming services can be favored or 

hidden. 


The Discover section, the Watchlist 

and many movie lists can be filtered by 

the favored streaming services.

Streaming services



Beside some general information, the 

person details offer a selection of the 

movies the cast or crew member is 

known for and their complete 

filmography.

Person details



Movies can be added to the Watchlist, 

which is located in the Lists section.


The Watchlist can be quickly filtered by 

several criteria like

 Available to..

 stream on a subscribed streaming 

servic

 stream for free (or with ads

 rent or buy digitall

 Movie is marked as collecte

 Runtime, genres, highly rated & more


Watchlist



By default the users will be notified 

when a movie on their Watchlist gets 

available to stream on a favored 

streaming service.


In addition notifications for buy and 

rent availabilities, movie releases and 

new videos can be enabled.

Notifications



In addition to the Watchlist, movie 

enthusiasts and collectors have more 

options to manage their movies. 


They can be rated, marked as watched 

and collected or added to personal 

movie lists.

Actions



All watched, rated and collected 

movies will be shown in the My movies 

section and can be sorted and filtered 

by various criteria.

My movies



Besides the light Design, a dark 

Design is also available by default.


To support the development of Ava - 

Movie Assistant a third ‘AMOLED 

Black Design’ can be unlocked via an 

in-app purchase.

Designs



In addition the UI can be customized with various 

themes that can be unlocked via in-app purchases.

Themes



The intuitive experience and appealing 

user interface were developed to make 

movie discovery and management a 

relaxed and good experience.

UI & UX



The movie information displayed in 

Ava - Movie Assistant is requested by 

the TMDb API.


TheMovieDB is a is a community built 

movie and TV show database with 

more than 750,000 movies and 

2,500,000 people.

TheMovieDB

This product uses the TMDb API but is not 

endorsed or certified by TMDb.



Ava - Movie Assistant is developed by 

Ava Mobile. 


The company was founded in the year 

2020 and is based in Münster, North 

Rhine-Westphalia, Germany.

Ava Mobile

Contact

contact@ava-assistant.app

press@ava-assistant.app

www.ava-assistant.app



get.ava-assistant.app


